“With Paxit, nurses are
spending half the time
to pass meds versus
bingo cards. They are
also enjoying the
Paxit system because
it allows them to
spend more time with
residents, which is
why we all went to
nursing school.
The extra time they
are spending on
resident care makes
them happier.”
–Nancy Allbaugh, RN,
Director of Nursing

Supporting you with resident-centered care

The industry’s safest
and most cost-effective
medication system
delivers healthier results
for facilities, nurses,
and residents.

Our state-of-the-art pharmacy operations are based in Covington, OH;
Baltimore, MD; Richmond, VA; and Marshall, MI. We support long-term
care organizations throughout the Mid-Atlantic and Midwest.

Paxit Med Pass System

Our RapidResponse customer service team is committed to
ensuring that you’ll always have access to medication and expertise
when you need it most.

Setting the new standard
in med pass accuracy

Contact Remedi SeniorCare to learn more about Paxit, My Remedi, and
our other pharmacy solutions for long-term care.

Scan this QR Code with
your smart phone
to see the Paxit video.

866.298.1078

800.232.4239

Maryland
Delaware
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Washington, D.C.

Ohio
Michigan
Virginia
Indiana
Kentucky

Four pharmacy locations
serving Mid-Atlantic and Midwest
long-term care facilities.

Pharmacy solutions for your residents,
your business, and your success.

Innovative pharmacy solutions.
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Innovation for
resident-centered care
Paxit helps long-term care facilities provide better care by
increasing accuracy and safety while saving time, cutting costs,
and decreasing medication waste.
1. Precision packaging with rigorous standards
We package medications in unitdose blisters using
patented dispensing and packaging robotic
automation,* including a six-point veriﬁcation process
to ensure the highest accuracy rates.
2. All the medications a resident needs
at each scheduled time of day
We package a 24-hour cycle of unit-dose medications
in secure, easy, tear-open bags, one for each
resident’s medications at each time of day they are
scheduled. All clearly labeled with complete medication
information, Paxit bags are organized to be
“nurse-friendly,” making it easy for nurses to locate
and administer medications during the med pass.
*Patent-pending

3. Optimized med carts
We provide medication carts expressly designed to
organize Paxit bags according to how your nurses
pass medications. Streamlined organization, clear
labeling, and less bending make carts easier and
more ergonomic for nurses to use. Three-sided
labeling of resident bins improves visibility and makes
it easier to pull meds for the right resident.
4. Operational ease
Remedi delivers Paxit bags in the order your nurses
or medication aides pass medications to residents.
Paxit also eliminates returns—one of the most
time-consuming tasks facilities manage. And nurses
no longer need to spend hours requesting reﬁlls;
routine medications come automatically.

Improving outcomes in
the areas that matter most
Better accuracy

Decreased medication waste

• Rigorous quality control, including multi-tiered safety
checks and expiration date validation

• Reduced on-hand drug inventory from 30 days to two days

• Separated medications with individual, bar-coded,
unit-dose blisters, eliminating co-mingling risks
• Traceability to individual pill level to reduce
medication errors and improve recall efﬁciency

• Increased ﬂexibility as residents’ medications change
• Environmentally responsible business practices with less
discarded packaging material
• Easier identiﬁcation, pulling, and disposing
of industry recalled drugs

• Cart organization that “reminds” nurses what they’ve
done already, in case of interruptions

Ease of use for nurses

Time and cost savings

• Complete information printed on bag in large print,
with medications listed in same order as the MAR

• Average savings of 30 minutes per med pass,
with less frustration and no more fumbling with
bingo cards, rolls of pill strips, and counting tablets

• Bags organized in cart according to how
nurses pass medications

• Automatic reﬁlls of routine medications

• Tear-open bag and easy pop-out blisters with
rounded corners to protect ﬁngers

• Elimination of time-consuming returns
• Expedited new admissions med order processing
• More organized med cart for easy access
to resident meds

• Portable bags for easier LOA preparation and discharges

“The Paxit System makes our nurses
more efﬁcient and more conﬁdent.”
– Thomas Hauser, LPN

“We have many other things to do,
with Paxit we have more
time to care for our residents.”
– Vinny Kum, LPN

“The conversion to Paxit was
easy, the pharmacy provided
everything we needed.”
– Ashley Ulsch, LPN

“Everything is right there for them.
All they have to do is check the
pack to the MARs and they’re done.
It was a pretty easy transition from
bingo cards.”
– Nancy Allbaugh, RN

“With the introduction of Paxit, we
have seen a 20% reduction in
our med costs, our nurses are much
more efﬁcent, and we’ve seen a
tremendous reduction in the
disposal and waste of medications.”
– Kevin Williams, RN

The medications your
residents need, exactly
how they need them

• Three-sided labels on resident bins for greater visibility
• Easy training and learning
• Smooth conversion to Paxit med pass system

Paxit® can help you save up to:
• 25% in med pass time
• 15% in medication costs
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